
● The our servo controlled side belts can be used immediately for any kind of
　 production without replacement parts.
● As the printed matter on the outer periphery of the bottle and the top surface 
　 is captured directly by the camera and the direction is adjusted, it is not 
　 complicated like a color mark sensor, and it has become possible to easily 
　 and stably align the direction.(even with a product without registration mark.)
● The camera system is a simple operation that just encloses the target mark 
　 with the mouse.
● It is possible to product immediately by moving to the necessary place of 
　 compact mobile frame structure and installing on the conveyor.
● Since the product flowing on the conveyor is immediately separated, 
　 positioned, mark detected, and the direction is regulated, labor saving work 
　 which conventionally required 2 to 3 people at 30 to 40 lines per minute to 
　 0 people It became possible to do.
● In manual work, there is a limit to the accuracy of alignment, so that deviation 
　 occurs in labeling and printing, and in mixed product inspection, the judgment 
　 result becomes unstable due to the deviation, but using this machine has 
　 made it possible to dramatically reduce defects.
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It is highly effective in mixed product inspection, Labeled round bottle and IJP.
Inline type bottle mark alignment machine.

Features



BR-1

Output capacity Max　80pieces/min
Applicable bottles 20 to 110 mm dia and height of 30 to 180 mm
U t i l i t i e s Electricity: 100 VAC  Air: 0.5 Mpa min.
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＊The ability fluctuates by specifications,the conveyance speed of the bottle

Specifications

＜Distributor＞

WIST CO.,LTD
2-26, 3-chome,  Hikaridai,Seikacho,
Sorakugun, Kyoto 619-0237 Japan
TEL: +81-774-98-6767
FAX: +81-774-98-6768
Website： http://www.wist.co.jp

＜Manufacturer＞

Installation




